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1max programming under generalized Type-I and related functions Subsequently, we apply these 
optimahty criteria to formulate two dual models We also establish weak, strong, and strict converse 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In thin paper, we consider the following complex minimax programming problem involving gen- 
eralized noneonvex complex functions, 
Minimize 
subject to 
f (e) = sup Re ¢ (~, ~), 
~EW 
e s o = {~ e c2~:  -~ (~) e s},  
(P) 
where ~ = (z, 2), q = (co, ~)  for z e C n, co E C rn, ¢ ( ,  ) C 2n x C 2"~ --* C is analytic with 
respect to [, W is a specified compact subset in C 2m, S is a polyhedral cone m C p, and g: 
C 2n ~ C p is analytic. 
Mathematical  programming m complex space originated from Levinson's discussion of linear 
programming problems [1]. Actually, complex programming problems are extended from the 
optimization theory for real vector spaces, and C ~ is isometrically isomorphic to R 2~ under the 
isomorphism of z = x + ~y ~ (x, y), and so a funcUon of n complex variable can be regarded as a 
function of 2n real variables. In order to get a sufficient condition for the existence of an optimal 
solution, we require extra assumptions to functions hke convexity or invexity in the sufficient 
opt imal i ty condition. But, a nonlinear analytic function f ( z )  cannot have a convex/invex real 
part  in our requirements, ee [2,3]. Thus, in our investigation of sufficiency, we require analytic 
functions of the form f(~) with ~ = (z, z), that is, f (z ,  z). 
Several authors have recently been interested in the opt imal i ty con&tions and the duahty the- 
orems for complex nonlinear programming. For details, one can consult [4-4; 25, Chapter 7; 26]. 
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Complex programs could be applied to electrical networks with alternating current with z E C ~ 
representing the current or voltage for element of network It is also employed to variant fields 
in electrical engineering like blind deconvolution, blind equahzation, minimal entropy, maximum 
kurtosis, optimal receiver, etc., see [10,11] and and references cited in there. 
In this paper, we have answered partially a question raised by Mishra, Wang and Lai [17] 
More precisely, we have established sufficient optimahty condition for the problem considered by 
Mishra, Wang and Lm [17] as well as Lm [13] under generalized Type-I  and related functions. 
Furthermore, we have obtained duality results for the dual models considered m [13,17] under 
the aforesaid conditions. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PREL IMINARIES  
Let Cn(or R. n) denote an n-dimensional complex (or real) spaces, C'~X~(or R'~x~), the collec- 
tion of m x n complex matrices (or real) matrices, R~_ = {x E R ~ : x, > 0, for all z = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 
the nonnegative orthant o fR  ~, and x > y, represent x-y  E R~ for x ,y  E R ~. For z E C n, let the 
real vectors Re (z) and Im (z) denote real and imaginary parts of each component of z, respec- 
tively, and write 5 = Re (z) - ~Im (z) as the conjugate of z. Given a matrix A = [a,3] E C mx~, 
we use A = [a,j] to express its conjugate The inner product of z, y E C ~ is (x, y) = yHx. 
A nonempty subset S of C "~ is said to be a polyhedral cone if there is an integer r and a 
matr ixK  E C ~x ' ,  such that S = {z E C "~ . Re(Kz)  _> 0}. The dual (also polar) of S i s  
S* = t{w E C "~ • z E S ~ Re (z, co) ___ 0} It is clear that S = S** if S is a polyhedral cone. 
Define the manzfold Q = {(;~) E C 2n . ~2 = al}.  For ~ = (z,~) E S °, we define W(~) = {~ E 
W:  Re ¢(~, ~) = sup,~w Re ¢(~, #)}, and note that W(~) is compact and nonempty. 
For each ¢ ~ W, the function ~(., .) • C ~n x C ~m -~ C, and g . C ~ -~ C p are differentiable 
with respect o ~ = (z, 5), if 
¢ (z, ~; ~) - ¢ (zo, ~0; ~) = wT (z, z0) Vz¢ (z0, ~0; ~) + ~H (z, so) V~¢ (So, ~o; ~) + O (Is -- z01) 
and 
g (z, z) - g (z0, z0) = ~T (z, z0) Vzg (so, So) + wH (z, z0) V~g (=0, Z0) + O (Is -- ~01), 
where V~¢, V~¢, Vzg, and Vet  denote, respectively, the vectors of partial derivatives of ¢ and g 
with respect o z and 5. Further, O(Iz - zol)/Iz - zol ~ 0 as z ~ z0. Note that with u E C p, 
We also need the following definitions, which are extensions of definitions given in [13,22,23]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. 
(a) The pair (Re ¢ ( ,  q) , -g)  is said to be Type-I with respect to R+ on the manifold Q = 
{(wl,w2) e C 2n : a~2 = c01} and the polyhedral cone S if  there exists a funct10n ~ : 
C n x C n --+ C n, such that 
Re [¢ (z2, h;  ~) - ¢ (zl, ~; ~) - ~T (z2, z~) Vz¢ (z~, a ;  ~) - ~H (z~, ~)  V~¢ (~1, a ,  ~)] -> 0, 
and 
Re (u, g (~, ~) - g (~,  a )  - ~T (z~, ~1) V,g (z~, ~1) - ~H (z2, zl) V~g (Zl, ~) )  > 0, 
for all zl, z2 E C n . 
In the above defimtlon, if the strict inequahty holds, the pair (Re ¢(., ¢), -g )  is said to 
be street Type-I with respect o R+ and the polyhedral cone S 
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(b) The pair (Re ¢(-, q), -g )  is said to be pseudo Type-f with respect to R+ on the mamfold 
Q ~ {(wl,w~) • C 2n : w~ = wl} and the polyhedral cone S i f  there exists a function 
~7 " Cn  x C n ---+ C n, such that, 
Re [~7 T (z2, Zl) Vz¢ (Zl, Zl; q') -~- ~7 H (Z2, Zl) V~,¢ (Zl, Zl; q-)] ~ 0 
Re [¢ (z2,22;q) - ¢ (Zl,Zlq-)] > 0, 
and 
Re <~/,, T]T (z2, zl) Vzg (zl, zl) -~ ~/-/ (Z2, Zl) VSg (Zl, Zl)> ~> 0 
Re <u, -g  (zl, 21)} > 0, for all Zl, Z 2 E C n. 
In the above definition, f f  the strict inequahties hold for all z2 ~ Zl, the pair (Re ¢(., 
¢), -g )  is said to be stmct pseudo Type-I with respect to ~7 and R+ and the polyhedral 
cone S. 
(c) The pair (Re ¢(., ¢) , -g )  is said to be quas~ Type-I with respect to R+ on the manifold 
Q ~- {(t~AI,W2) C C 2n w 2 ~-- ~.dl} and the polyhedral cone S i f  there exists a function 
77. C n x C ~ --* C n, such that 
and 
R~ [¢ (z2, a ;  ~) - ¢ (z~, 51,0] < 0 
=:~ Re [?~T (z2, Zl) Vz¢ (zl, 21; q-) Av ?7 H (z2, zl) V~¢ (Zl, 21; ~)] < 0, 
R~ (~, -g  (zl, 5~)> _< o 
Re <u, ?~T (Z2, Zl ) Vzg (Zl, 51) ~- 77 H (Z2, Zl) V2g (Zl, Zl)> __< 0, 
for all zl ,  z2 E C n. 
(d) The pair (Re ¢( . ,¢) , -g)  is said to be pseudo-quasz Type-I with respect to R+ on the 
mamfold Q - {(a;1,w2) c C 2n : w2 = Wl} and the polyhedral cone S K there ezlsts a 
function ~7 : cn  × cn  ~ C~, such that 
Re [77 ~- (z2, Zl) Vz¢ (Zl, Zl; q) ~- ?]H (z2, Zl ) V~,¢ (Zl, 51; g)] > 0 
Re [¢(z~,52;d- ¢(z~,h;~)] > o, 
or equivalentIy, 
Re [¢ (z2, 5~; ~) - ¢ (zl, 51; q)] < 0 
Re [77 T (z2, zl) V~¢ (zl, 51; ;) + ~7 H (z2, zl) V~¢ (zl, 21; q)] < 0, 
and 
Re (~, -g  (Zl, 21) } < 0 
l~e <u, T]T (z2, Zl) Vzg (Zl, 21) -~- ?7 H (z2, zl) V~.g (z1, 51) ) ~ 0, 
fo r  at1 Zl,Z 2 E C n. 
(e) The pair (Re ¢(., q) , -g )  is said to be quasz-pseudo Type-I with respect to R+ on the 
manifoId Q - {(wl, 0;2) E C 2n : w2 = Wl} and the polyhedral cone S i f  there ezlsts a 
function ~ : C n × C n -~ C n, such that 
Re [¢ (z2, h ,  ~) - ¢ (Zl, 51, ~)] _< 0 
Re [77 T (z2, zl) Vz¢ (zl, zl; ~-) + 77 H (z2, zl) V~¢ (Zl, 51; ~)1 <- 0, 
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and 
Re (z2, V,g + > 0 
Re (u , -g  (zl, ~1)> -> 0, for all zl, z2 E C% 
I f  we have 
Re <~z,'r] T (z2, Zl) Vzg (Zl, 21) -~- ~]H (z2, Zl ) ~2g (zl, Zl)> ~ 0 
==:} l:~e (u, --g (Zl, Zl) ) > 0, for all Zl, z2 C C ~. 
Then, the palr (Re ¢(., ¢), -g )  ~s said to be quas~-stmctly pseudo Type-I with respect o 
R+ on the mamfold Q - {(Wl,W2) c C 2~ : w2 ---- Wl} and the polyhedral cone S. 
We shall use the following lemma for problem (P). 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [13].) Let ¢(., .) : C 2n x C 2m -+ C be analytic with respect to ~ for each 
E W, g : C 2~ -~ C p, be analytic with respect to ~, and let S c C p be a polyhedral cone with 
nonempty interior Let [o = (z0, z0) be a solutmn to the minimax problem (P). Then, there exist 
a posltive integer s, scalars A~ _> 0, z = 1 ,2 , . . . , s ,0  ~ u C S*, and vectors ¢~ E W(~°), ~ = 
1,2 , . . , s ,  such that 
~A,V~¢(~o,q , )+~-~A~Vz¢(~° ,q~)+u' :V~g(~°)+uHV~g(~°) ,  (2.1) 
~=1 ~=1 
Re <u,g (d ) )  = o. (2.2) 
LEMMA 2.2. NECESSARY OPT IMAL ITY  CONDIT IONS.  (See [13].) Let ~o = (zo, 50) be an optimal 
solution of (P) and let ¢ ( ,  .) : C 2~ x C 2'~ --~ C be analytic with respect to ~, for each q e W~ g : 
C 2~ --~ C p be analytic with respect to ~ and let S C C p be a polyhedral cone with nonempty 
interior In additlon, we suppose that the following conditions (CQ) holds: 
u 7 V~g (~o) + uHV~g (~0) = 0, imply u = 0, for all u C C p. (CQ) 
Then, there exist a positive integer s, scalars A, > 0, z = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s, 0 # u E S*, and vectors 
~ C W(~°), z = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s, such that relations (2.1) and (2.2) hold and 
8 
= 1. (2.3) 
z=l  
3. SUFF IC IENT OPT IMAL ITY  CONDIT IONS 
In this section, we establish sufficient optimMity criteria for Problem (P) under Type-I and 
related complex functions. 
THEOREM 3.1. SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS. Let ~o = (zo,2o) E S O and assume 
that there exists a positive integer s, scalars A~ >_ 0, ~ = 1,2, . . .  ,s, 0 ~ u E S*, and vectors 
¢, E W(¢°),  z = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s satisfy conditions (2.1)-(2.3), if any one of the following conditions 
hold. 
(a) The pair (Re ¢(., ¢), g) is pseudo-quas~ Type-I with respect o ~ and R + on the manifold 
Q and the polyhedral cone S C C p on the manifold Q. 
(b) The pmr (Re ~=1 A,¢(, ¢~), g) is quasi-strictly pseudo Type-I  with respect to ~ and R + 
on the manifold Q and the poIyhedral cone S C C p on the manifold Q. 
Then, ~o = (zo, 50) Js an optimal solution of (P). 
PROOF. 
there exists a feasible solution ~ = (z, $) C S °, such that 
sup Re ¢ (~, ~) < sup Re ¢ (g0, ~) 
gEW ~W 
Since ¢, ~ W (~0), for all z = 1, 2, .., s, we have 
Re ¢ (~, ~) < Re ¢ (~0, ¢,), for all z = 1, 2, 
With )~ > 0, ,  = 1, 2,.. 
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Suppose, on the contrary, that ~o = (z0, ~o) were not an optimal so lutmn of (P). Then,  
It follows that 
Using the first part of the pseudo-quasi Type-I conditmn of the pair (Re ¢ (., ~), g), and from 
the inequality (3.1), we get 
ae C(z ,~o) ,~a~v~¢(~° ,~)+~a~v~¢(~° ,~0 < 0. (3.2) 
~=i L=I 
Consequently, expressions (2.1) and (3.2) yields 
Re (r/T (z, zo), u ~ V~g(~ °) + uHV~g (~o)} > O. 
Re <~, ~r (z, zo) V~g (~°) + ~ (z, z0) V~g (~°)> > 0. (3.3) 
From the equality (2.2), we obtain 
0 = Re (u, g (go)). (3.4) 
Using the second part of the pseudo-quam Type-I conditlon of the pair (Re ¢ (, ~),g), and 
from the inequality (3.4), we get 
Re (u, ~ (z, z0) V~g (~°) + ~H (z, zo) V~g (£)  } < 0, 
which contradicts the inequahty (3.3). Therefore, {o E S o is an optimal solution of (P). 
The proof under the Hypothesis (b), follows along the same lines as m the proof of Part (a). | 
4. THE F IRST  DUAL MODEL 
In this section and onwards, for { = (zl, 51) E C 2~, we let 
(s,,~,v) E N x RS x C 2~ . . . .  A (~,)~2, ,~)  c R ~+ with E~=I z =1,  and 
Y (~)= v=(Vl,V2, . . ,v , )  w i thv~cW(~) ,  ~=1,2 , . . . , s  ' 
By the optimahty conditions of the preceding section, we will show that the following formu- 
lation is a dual problem to the minimax complex problem, 
max sup t, (DI) 
(s,).,~)eY(¢) (~,~,,~,t)~x(~ x,~)
,S 
s, and s 1, have , ~ ,=1 ~ = we 
Re [~=l~¢(~,~)_E=lS~¢(~o,~01 < 0 . ~  (3.1) 
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where X(s, A, ~) denotes the set of all ({, u, g, t) E C 2~ x C p x C v x R to satisfy 
~-~,K,V~¢ (~, ¢~) + ~-~)~,V~¢(G¢, )+uTV~g(e)+uHV,g({)=O,  (4.1) 
¢=1 *=1 
s 
~ [Re ¢ ({, ~,) - t] > o, (4.2) 
Re (~, 9 (~)> _> 0, (4.a) 
(~, ;~, ~) ~ r (~), (4.4) 
0 # ~ e s*. (4.5) 
We define the supremum over X(s, A, ~) to be -e~ if for a triplet (s, A, ~) E Y({), the set 
X(s, ~, ~) = ¢. 
Then, we can derive the following weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems for (P) 
and (DI) 
THEOREM 4.1. WEAK DUALITY. Let ~ = (z, Y.) E S o be a feasibIe solution of (P) and (s, A, ~, {, u, 
~, t) be a feasible solution of (DI), if any one of the following holds. 
(a) The pair (Re }-~=i A~¢(., ¢,), g) is pseudo-quasi Type-I with respect o r~ and R + on the 
manifold Q and to the polyhedral cone S C C ~ on the manifold Q. 
(b) The pair (Re ~=1 ;~¢(',¢*),g) ~s quasi-strwtly-pseudo Type-I with respect o ~ and R + 
on the manifold Q and to the polyhedral cone S C C ~ on the manifold Q. 
Then, sup¢c W Re ¢({, ;) _> t 
PROOF. Suppose contrary that 
Then, we have 
It follows that 
sup Re ¢ (~, ~) < t. 
gEW 
Re ¢ (G ~) < t, for all q E W. 
Re [~,¢ (~, q~)] _< ~,t, for all z = i, 2, .., s, (4.6) 
w i th  at least one  strict inequality since ~ ~ 0 
From the inequalities (4.2) and (4.6), we have 
8 $ 8 
Re [~,¢ (~, ~,)1 < ~ ~,t < Z Re [~,~ (~, ~,)]. (4.7) 
If Hypothesis (a) holds, using the inequality (4.7) and the first part of the hypotheses on the pair 
(Re EL1  ~¢(', ~), g), we get 
Re , (z, zi),  a~Vz¢ (~, ~) + X~V~¢ (~, ~) < 0 (4.S) 
From (4.8) and (4.1), we get 
It follows that 
Re (u, r~ q- (z, zi) V~9 ([) + uH (z, Zl) V~g (~)) > 0 (4.9) 
Utilizing the inequality (4.3), we get 
~e <~,g (~)> >_ o. (4.10) 
E, : i  ~¢(', Using the inequality (4.10) and the second part of the hypotheses on the pair (Re ~ 
q), g), we get 
Re (u, r/T (z, zi) V~g (~) + r] H (z, zl) Veg (~)} _< 0, (4.11) 
which contradicts the inequality (4.9). Hence, the result holds. The proof under Hypothems (b), 
follows along the mmflar lines as in the proof of Part (a). | 
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THEOREM 4.2 STRONG DUALITY. Let ~o be an optimal solution of the problem (P) and the 
condition (CQ) as defined in Lemma 2.2 is satisfied at ~o Then, there exist (s, l ,  ¢) ~ y((o) and 
(~, u.~, t) ~ X(s, ,k, ¢), such that (s,),, ¢, ~o u, ~t, t) is a feasible solution of (DI). If the hypothesis 
of Theorem 4 1 is also satisfied, then (s, A, ¢, (o, u, ~, t) is an optimal solution of (DI), and the 
two problems (P) and (DI) have the same optimal value. 
PROOF. Since ~o is an optimal solution of (P) and the condition (CQ) is satisfied, then Lemma 2.2 
guarantees the existence of a positive s, scalars ),~ _> 0, ~ = 1, 2, . . . ,  s, 0 # u ~ S*, and vectors 
a ~ W(~ °) = {; ~ W" Re ¢(~0,;) = sup,ewRe ¢(~0 ~)},~ = 1,2, . . . ,s ,  such that 
}-< + + C + = 0, 
~i  ~:i 
ae  : 0, 
and t = Re ¢(~0 ~), z = 1,2,. . . ,  s. Thus, (s, A, q, ~o u, ~, t) is a feasible solution of (DI). The 
optimality of (s, A, ;, ~o, u, ~, t) for (DI) follows from Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.3. STRICT CONVERSE DUAmTY. Let ~ and (~, A, ~, ~, £, ~, t O be optimal solutmn 
of (P) and (DI) respectlvely, and assume that the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 are fulfilled. If 
the pair (Re ~=1 A~¢(', ~), g) is strictly pseudo-quas~ Type-I with respect o 71 and R+ and to 
the polyhedral cone S, then ~ = ~; that is, ~ is an optimal solution of (P). 
PROOF. We shall assume that (~, ~) = ~ # ( = (Z~l, ~1) and reach a contradiction. From 
Theorem 4.2, we know that 
sup Re ¢ (~,u) = £ (4.12) 
~,6W \ / 
From the inequality (4.3), we have 
Re <e, g (0> -> 0. 
Using the second part of the hypotheses on (Re E~=I i,¢(., ~), g), we get from the above m- 
equality 
Re (I~, T] T (z, Zl)Vzg (~) -]-~7 H (2:, Zl)V~g (~)> _< 0. (4.13) 
From relation (4.1) and (4.13), we obtain 
Re r) (~, ~1) , E )~Vz¢ (~,/)0 + ~V2¢ (~,/) 0 _0.  (4.14) 
~=1 ~=1 
Using the first part of the hypotheses on (Re E~=I ~¢(', ~), g), from inequalities (4.2) and (4.13), 
we get 
*=I ~=I ~=i 
Therefore, there exists a certain ~o, such that 
It follows that 
supRe¢(~,@->Re¢(~,D~o)  >t ,
pEW 
which contradicts (4.12). Therefore, we conclude that ~ = ~. | 
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5. THE SECOND DUAL MODEL 
We shall continue our discussion of duality model for (P) in this section by showing that the 
following problem (DII) is also a dual problem for (P), 
max sup f (~), (DII) 
(s,A,q)EY(~) (~,u,~,t)eX(s,A,q) 
where X(s ,  A, ~) denotes the set of all (~, u, ~) • C 2~ x C p x C p to satisfy 
s ± 
~,v,¢ (~, ~,) + ~v~¢ (~, ~) + ~ vog (~) + ~ 'v~g (¢) = 0, (5.1) 
z=l z=]  
Re (u,g([))  >_ O, (5.2) 
f (~) = sup Re ¢ (~, u), (5.3) 
~W 
(s, A, ¢) E Y (~), (5.4) 
o ¢ ~ • s*. (5.5) 
We define the supremum over X(s ,  A, ¢) to be -c~ if for a triplet (s, A, ¢) C Y(¢), the set 
X(s, ;~, ¢) = ¢. 
We shall establish the following weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems for (P) and 
(DII). 
THEOREM 5 1 WEAK DUALITY. Let ¢ = (z, 2) C S O be a feasible solution of (P) and 
(s, A, u, ~, u, ~z, t) be a feasible solution of (DII), i f  any one of the following holds. 
(a) The pair (Re E 8 ~=1A~¢(., P0,g(')) is pseudo-quasl Type-I  with respect to ~ and R + on 
the manifold Q and to the polyhedral cone S C C p on the manifold Q. 
(b) The pair (Re }-~S=l A~¢(-, p~), g(.)) is quas,-stnctly-pseudo Type-I  with respect to ~ and 
R + on the manifold Q and to the polyhedral cone S C C p on the manifold Q. 
Then f(~) > f(~). 
PROOF. Suppose contrary to the result, we then have 
f (~) < f (¢); 
that is, 
Then, we have 
sup Re ¢ (¢, r,) < sup Re ¢ (~, u). 
uEW uEW 
Re ¢ (q, u) < sup Re ¢ (~, ~/), for all u e W (5.6) 
pEW 
Since u, E W (~), for all z = 1, 2,.. , s, we obtain 
sup Re ¢(~,,)  = Re ¢(~,,~), for all ~ = 1,2, . . . ,s .  (5 7) 
ucW 
From relation (5.6) and (5.7), we obtain 
l~e ¢(¢, u) < Re ¢ (~,u~), for all ~ = 1,2, . . . ,s ,  ucW.  
It follows that 
Re [A,¢ (¢, u,)] < Re [A,¢ (~, u,)], 
with at least one strict inequality since A ~: 0. 
for a l l z= l ,2 ,  .,s, 
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Thus, we have 
8 8 
ERe [A~¢ (¢,,~)] < ~-~Re [A,¢([,v,)]. (5.8) 
~=1 ~=1 
Using the first part of the hypotheses on (Re s }-~=1 A~¢(, q~),g) and the above inequality, we get 
( ' ± ) Re ~(z, zl), E A~V~¢ (~, ~) + A~V~¢ ([, u~) < 0. (5.9) 
From inequalities (5.1) and (5.9), we get 
Re (?~ (Z, Z1),U -[ Vzg(~)-[-uHV~g ( )}> 0. (5n0) 
Thus, we have 
Re (~t, ?~T (z, Zl) Vzg (~) Jr" ?7 H (z, Zl) V~g (~)} > 0. (5.11) 
From the inequality (5.2), we get 
Re (u,g ([)) >_ 0 (5.12) 
Using the second part of the hypotheses (Re }-'~-~=1 i~¢(., ~,), g) and the inequality (5.12), we get 
Re (~, ~T (z, z~) v.g (~) + ~H (z, z~) V~g (~)) < 0, (5.13) 
which contradicts the inequality (5.11). Hence, the result is true. 
The proof under Hypothesis (b) follows along the similar lines of the proof as in Part (a). I 
THEOREM 5.2. STRONG DUALITY. Let ¢0 be an optimal solution of the problem (P) and the 
condition (CO) as defined in Lemma 2.2 is satisfied at qo. Then, there exist (s, A, ~) E y(qo) and 
(qo, u, ~) C X(s, A, ~,), such that (s, A, v, ¢o u, fi), is a feasible solution of (DII). f f  the hypothesis 
of Theorem 5 1 Is also satisfied, then (s, A, ~, qo u, ~) is an optimal solution of (DII), and the two 
problems (P) and (DII) have the same optimal value. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.2, there exist (s,A,v) E y(¢o) and (q°,u,~) c X(s,A,~), such that 
(s, A, v, q0, u, ~) is a feasible solution of (DII). Since (P) and (DII) have the same objective func- 
tion, the optimality of (s, A, ~, ~0, u, ~) for (DII) follows from Theorem 5.1 I 
THEOREM 5.3. STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY. Let ~ and (}, A, 3, ¢,~t,~t) be optimal solution of 
(P) and (DII) respectively, and assume that the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 are fulfilled. If 
the pair (Re ~-~=1 A,¢(', f',), g) is strictly pseudo-quasi Type-I with respect o ~? and R+ and the 
polyhedral co.e S, then ~ = L that is, ~ is an optimal solution of (P). 
PROOF We shall assume that (f, ~) = ¢ ~ ~ = (~1, }1) and reach to a contradiction. From 
Theorem 5.2, we know that 
yEW PEW 
(5.14) 
From the inequality (5.2), we have 
Re (fi, g (~) /  --> 0. 
Using the second part of the hypotheses on (Re ~=1 A~¢(', i~), g), and the above inequality, we 
get 
• 
lO S K MISHRA 
From relation (5.1) and (5.15), we obtain 
z=l *=I 
(5.16) 
Using the first part of the hypotheses on the pair (Re }-~=1 A~¢(', P~), g) and the above inequali- 
ties, we get 
g 
~=i z=l 
Therefore, there e~sts a certain ~o, such that 
It follows that 
pEW yEW 
which contradicts (5.14). Therefore, we conclude that ~ = ~. 
6. SOME FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
(1) Whether the results developed in this paper can hold for nondifferentiable complex mini- 
max fractional problem (P*) mvolving generalized mvex functmns, 
Minimize f (;) = sup Re ¢ (~' v)+ (zHBz)1/2 (P*) 
uEW ¢ (¢, ~) + (zHAz)  1/2' 
subject o ¢ E S O -- {~ E C 2n : -g(q E S)}. 
(2) Can the objective and constraint functions in the complex minimax programming problem 
(P*) be replaced by Type-I functions and generalized Type-I functions? 
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